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MELBOURNE JAZZ CO-OPERATIVE: THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES 
 
by Martin Jackson* 
______________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in the Jul/Aug 1996 edition of JazzChord.] 
 

ince the early ‘80s, the Melbourne Jazz Co-operative (MJC) has been a vital 
catalyst in the development of the modern jazz scene in Melbourne - and in 
other states, through its crucial role in the development of a (still fledgling) 

national touring circuit. Essentially, the Co-op organises jazz performances, and uses 
government funding to ensure that these gigs are properly advertised and promoted, 
and that the musicians are paid a professional fee, without having to rely solely on 
revenue collected at the door. 
 

 
 
Melbourne’s Martin Jackson: supporting bands playing wholly or largely original 
repertoires, in the modern or contemporary jazz styles… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
 
Its policy is to support bands playing wholly or largely original repertoires, in the 
modern or contemporary jazz styles, and to spread this support as far and as fairly as 
possible, without favouring any individuals or bands, so long as minimum artistic 
standards are met. But after almost 14 years of continuous activity, there are still 
some jazz fans and musicians who are unsure of what the Melbourne Jazz Co-
operative (MJC) is, what it does or what it has done. Therefore, I welcome this 
opportunity to provide JazzChord readers with some background about the Co-op’s 
formation and achievements - and some of the setbacks it has had to contend with. 
________________________________________________________ 
 
*When this was written in 1996 Martin Jackson was a saxophonist and bandleader 
(with Odwala, One Step Ahead and Jump Monk) and had been administrator of the 
Melbourne Jazz Co-operative since 1982. He administered the MJC on an honorary 
basis from 1982 to 1993. As a private entrepreneur he had promoted some 30 tours 
by numerous international artists, including Johnny Griffin, Vincent Herring, 
Sheila Jordan, Nat Adderley, Clifford Jordan and Cindy Blackman. 
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In the late 1970s and early 1980s, there were very few venues willing to present 
modern or contemporary jazz in Melbourne. A nationally-recognised band like Brian 
Brown’s performed weekly at The Commune, a very humble coffee lounge in Fitzroy; 
in 1982, Vince Jones had just made the transition from coffee lounges to hotel 
venues. The Jazz Action Society of Victoria, based at the Musicians’ Union Club, had 
folded in 1980, essentially due to lack of interest from members and the general 
public. 
 

 
 
Melbourne had no specialist jazz promoters as Sydney did with Horst Liepolt 
(pictured here, on left, with Dizzy Gillespie)… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

 
Melbourne had no specialist jazz promoters as Sydney did with Horst Liepolt. John 
Roberts, co-ordinator at the new subscriber station 3PBS-FM, was one exception; he 
broke some new ground with the presentation of artists such as Bernie McGann and 
Mike Nock at the Prince of Wales in St Kilda, before the venue was taken over by new 
management. 
 

 
 
Jamie Fielding: one of a handful of people, mostly musicians, who formed the MJC, 
in order  to seek funding from the Music Board of the Australia Council… 
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
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I decided that my band, Odwala, would not get any gigs unless we created them 
ourselves, so we ran a series of double-bill concerts at The Met cafe (beneath the old 
Discurio store in the city), featuring Odwala with various guest soloists, together with  
established artists like Brian Brown, Tony Gould and Mark Simmonds’ Freeboppers. 
These concerts were successful - costs were covered, and musicians were paid - but 
the venue was sold, and we lost money as soon as we tried doing it again at another 
venue. 
 
So I formed the Co-op with a handful of others, mostly musicians (including Odwala 
pianist, Jamie Fielding), to seek funding from the Music Board of the Australia 
Council. The MJC was granted $3,000, to run a monthly concert series during 1983. 
We rented the newly-completed Glasshouse Theatre at RMIT in Swanston Street, 
and our first concert featured the expatriate pianist Paul Grabowsky (who had left 
Melbourne in 1980, and was then resident in Germany), with Gary Costello and Allan 
Browne. 
 

 
 
The MJC’s first concert in 1983, at the Glasshouse Theatre at RMIT in Swanston 
Street, featured the expatriate pianist Paul Grabowsky (left) with Allan Browne 
(centre) and Gary Costello (right)… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
 
The ground-breaking concert series in 1983 featured such interstate artists as The 
Benders, Bernie McGann, Bruce Cale, Schmoe and Great White Noise (featuring 
Michael Sheridan, Sandy Evans and Tony Buck); guest artists with Odwala (who 
played the opening set for each concert) included Jon Rose, Louis Burdett and Di 
Spence. In terms of audience support, the series was a success. 
 
This series had an impact on the local scene in several respects. The MJC showed 
that there was an audience for modern jazz. Mike Hancock at the Limerick Arms was 
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persuaded to feature The Benders there; the success of that night helped change the 
Limerick’s policy away from mainly-trad to mainly-modern, a policy that continued 
for the venue’s next ten years of operation. Secondly, a new generation of younger 
musicians (such as the pianist Barney McAll) was able to hear their first live modern 
jazz at the Glasshouse. 
 

 
 
Pianist Barney McAll: typical of a new generation of younger musicians who were 
able to hear their first live modern jazz at the Glasshouse... PHOTOGRAPHER 
UNKNOWN 
 
By doing things on the cheap - artists often drove from interstate, and were billeted 
rather than staying at hotels - we managed to produce a similar series with a $3,000 
grant in 1984 and again in 1985. Highlights included visits from Sandy Evans’ 
Women And Children First, Schmoe & Co (from Adelaide), Musiikki Oy (from 
Brisbane), Roger Frampton’s Intersection, Bruce Cale, Bernie McGann, Serge 
Ermoll, Paul Grabowsky and US pianist George Cables. 
 

 
 
A highlight was the visit from Women and Children First, pictured here L-R, Indra 
Lesmana (piano), Sandy Evans (saxophones), and Steve Elphick (bass)… PHOTO 
CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 
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In 1985, the Australia Council grant was increased to $3,500, but this did not match 
the increases in costs such as theatre rental and advertising. It soon became obvious 
that the subsidy would not meet the costs of a full year’s program, so the MJC moved 
to a rent-free venue, Chez Jazz, for its April concert. 
 
This was not an ideal venue (in fact, it closed a few days later), and attendance was 
abysmal. To make matters worse, one of the few there was the director of the Music 
Board of the Australia Council, Dr Richard Letts. The only MJC event attended by an 
Australia Council representative in our first decade was one of our few failures, and I 
believe that, for some years to follow, Australia Council officials based their 
perception of the MJC on that event. 
 

 
 
The Music Board’s Dr Richard Letts: he attended an event which was one of the 
MJC’s few failures in its first decade… 
 
With Chez Jazz’s closure, the MJC returned to the Glasshouse, but we found that we 
had lost valuable continuity with our audience. Another factor that worked against 
our concert series was that the MJC had helped create its own competition, with the 
Limerick Arms and other venues putting on more and more modern jazz 
performances by local and interstate bands, including regular Sunday afternoon gigs. 
 
Through 1986 and ’87, the MJC used the Glasshouse for some concert presentations 
(such as concerts by Chris Abrahams, Paul Grabowsky and the US flautist Lloyd 
McNeil), and various club venues (like the Limerick Arms, the Tankervllle Arms, 
Rap’s Room or Hot House) for other presentations. Interstate visitors in this period 
included Dave MacRae, The Wizards Of Oz, John Sangster, Mike Nock, Bob Bertles, 
Keith Hounslow, Andy Sugg, Jeff Usher and The Necks. 
 
The MJC organised its first A-Live Jazz Festival in 1984, the concept being to use the 
Australia Day and Queen’s Birthday long weekends to stage a two-day event, 
showcasing various local bands, and interstate visitors (like Schmoe, Chris Abrahams 
and Bob Bertles).  
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These always drew capacity audiences, and were also successful as social gatherings 
for musicians and fans. These events clearly helped to expand the audience for local 
modern jazz bands, and were only discontinued when the Montsalvat Jazz Festival, 
staged on the Australia Day weekend from 1988, made the format no longer viable. 
(The MJC was invited to program an ‘A-Live Jazz’ segment at Montsalvat in 1991-
1993 but, without explanation, the invitation was not repeated in 1994). 
 
The Victorian Government (which, unlike its NSW counterpart, had never really 
supported jazz) gave the MJC a $1,000 grant for the first time in 1987. During Jim 
Kennan’s term as Arts Minister, this rose to $5,000 for 91, $10,000 for 92, then 
$17,000 for 93. 
 
The Australia Council’s grant almost doubled in 1987 (to $9,630). This enabled the 
MJC to stage a ‘contemporary music’ concert at Melba Hall, featuring Mike Nock and 
a duo of Jeff Pressing and Simone De Haan. Notable events in 1988-89 were visits 
from expatriate guitarist Peter O’Mara, the Bernie McGann Trio and Ten Part 
Invention. For reasons never explained, the Australia Council cut the MJC’s grant by 
37% in 1988 to $6,000, at a time when both the Sydney Improvised Music 
Association (SIMA) and the Jazz Action Society of NSW were awarded $12,000. Is it 
any wonder that people in the jazz scene here developed such resentment about the 
Australia Council’s perceived favouritism towards the Sydney jazz scene? 
 
Funding was recovered over the next two years; but by the time the MJC received 
$10,000 in 1990, the Australia Council was giving SIMA $25,000, while the Perth 
Jazz Society was getting $17,000. 
 

 
 
Expatriate US pianist Mickey Tucker, featured with Mike Nock in a concert of solo 
piano and music for string ensemble at Melba Hall in 1990… 
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After a couple of ‘low profile’ years, the MJC staged another ambitious project in 
1990, a concert of solo piano and music for string ensemble at Melba Hall, involving 
both Mike Nock and expatriate US pianist Mickey Tucker. This event was the first 
jazz concert with Australian artists to be included in the official program for the 
Melbourne International Festival of the Arts (MIFA). 
 
In 1991, the MJC again staged a concert (at Doctor Jazz) as part of the MIFA 
program, a double bill with the Grabowsky-Costello-Browne trio, and The Last Straw 
from Sydney. 
 
In view of the expansion of the modern jazz scene in Melbourne, the MJC decided to 
run a weekly ‘A-Live Jazz’ series through 1991, initially on Tuesday nights at the 
Limerick Arms; this enabled some of the now-numerous local bands to be effectively 
showcased and adequately paid, as well as providing opportunities for several 
visitors from interstate.  
 
Through 1991 and 1992, other venues were also used for occasional performances. 
including Rig 272, Life Cafe and Doctor Jazz. The MJC was encouraged by an 
increase in Australia Council funding in 1991 to $15,000, but the news for 1992 was 
discouraging, with a request for an increase turned down. 
 
Feeling that the MJC was being underfunded - especially in comparison to the 
funding directed towards the Sydney scene - even though we had done everything 
asked of us in terms of pursuing the Music Board’s stated objectives, I visited the 
Australia Council’s Sydney office in late 1991. I learned, off the record, that the MJC 
had been held under suspicion at the Australia Council, after a Melbourne ‘musician’ 
(known on the jazz scene as a ‘rebel without a brain’) had complained to a senior 
official at the Australia Council that I was flouting Australia Council policy by 
siphoning MJC funds towards subsidising my own tours by international artists. 
 

 
 
Martin Jackson (right) pictured here with US saxophonist Ornette Coleman: 
accused of flouting Australia Council policy by siphoning MJC funds towards 
subsidising his tours by international artists… 
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This was an outrageous claim, and demonstrably false. But the Australia Council 
officials had never bothered to give me the opportunity to disprove it; instead, they 
had apparently influenced successive assessment panels against awarding any 
substantial increases to the MJC. It was only when I visited Sydney on other business 
that I learned of the situation, and had a chance to inform the Australia Council’s 
staff of the facts. 
 
This incident illustrates both the damage that one uninformed malcontent can do 
(unfortunately, the jazz scene has more than its fair share of these), and also the 
disadvantages that can be suffered by a body like the MJC, which does not have easy 
access to the Sydney-based staff of the Australia Council. 
 
The MJC successfully applied for a grant of $10,000 in the second round, giving us a 
total of $25,000 for 1992. 1993 saw the MJC receive a total of $30,000 from the 
Australia Council, plus $17,000 from Arts Victoria. With the demise of the Limerick 
Arms, the MJC switched its A-Live Jazz series to Bennetts Lane on Sunday nights, 
where it remains. More was spent on advertising and on promotion, with the 
production of a glossy brochure for every two-month performance program; this 
brochure has also been used to publicise other concerts and events, and to inform the 
jazz public of other news, such as funding application deadlines (especially important 
since the demise of the Jazz Co-ordination program in Victoria). 
 
In 1993, the MJC presented over 80 performances, featuring 27 interstate acts (from 
four states), 33 different Victorian bands, and four expatriate artists. A particularly 
important event was the co-presentation (with MIFA) of the Paul Grabowsky 
Orchestra (the forerunner to the Australian Art Orchestra), in Ringing The Bell 
Backwards; another highlight was the Melbourne debut of the Sydney band The 
catholics. Audience support throughout the year was generally very strong. 
 

 
 
A highlight was the Melbourne debut of the Sydney band The catholics, pictured here in 

1990: Front L-R, Sammila Sithole, Lloyd Swanton, Sandy Evans. Rear L-R, Waldo 

Garrido, Tony Buck, Dave Brewer, James Greening…PHOTO CREDIT ROMAN CERNY 
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And the reward for all this activity? The Australia Council offered us multi-year 
funding for two years, but at the reduced level of $25,000 per year; a 16% cutback. 
(So much for the popular belief that the Performing Arts Board displayed a pro-
Victoria bias during Paul Grabowsky’s tenure as chair of the PAB’s Music 
Committee). 
 

 
 
Paul Grabowsky: no pro-Victoria bias during his tenure as chair of the PAB’s Music 
Committee… PHOTO COURTESY AAO 
 
In 1994, the MJC still managed to present 75 acts (20 from interstate, 44 from 
Victoria, and five expats), including a concert at Melba Hall, with Mike Nock’s 
Environments performed by Mike, Mark Simmonds, Niko Schauble and a string 
quartet. In 1995, however, the effect of the funding cut was more obvious, with the 
program reduced to 62 performances, and no major concert presentations among 
them. 
 
For 1996, the MJC received another $5,000 (or 20%) cutback from the Australia 
Council. Bearing in mind that other costs (such as newspaper advertising) have 
increased each year, the real level of the Australia Council’s cutbacks since 1993 has 
been over 40%. 
 
Considering the continuing expansion of the scene here, with increasing numbers of 
musicians coming out of the VCA and other courses, or moving here from interstate, 
this has left the MJC very poorly equipped to provide effective support to the modern 
jazz scene in Melbourne. I expect that the MJC will only be able to present 60 
performances this year, with no major concerts among them, and fewer interstate 
bands than in past years. This is regrettable, as the MJC has always believed that the 
exchange and interaction of musicians across state boundaries is vital to the 
development of a national touring circuit - and, perhaps, eventually, an identifiable 
national jazz style. 
 
For this reason, even though interstate artists require a higher level of subsidy than 
local bands, the MJC still plans to feature 20 interstate acts for around 30 
performances this year. This leaves 30 performance opportunities to be shared 
among all the established and developing bands based in Melbourne. Simply, the Co-
op’s funding is insufficient. 
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Martin Jackson, pictured here with his cat Billie: is the size of the Sydney jazz scene 
(audience and artists) so much bigger than the Melbourne scene, to justify SIMA 
receiving a grant 75% greater than the MJC’s?... PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 
 
Comparisons are generally odious, and I make the point here that I believe that 
organisations like SIMA and the MJC both need and deserve a higher level of 
funding. But it is fair to ask: is the size of the Sydney jazz scene (audience and artists) 
so much bigger than the Melbourne scene, to justify SIMA receiving a grant 75% 
greater than the MJC’s? 
 
The Armidale (NSW) Jazz Club is receiving $10,000 this year. Is the scene in 
Melbourne really just twice the size or importance of Armidale’s? Perhaps a more 
pertinent comparison would be with organisations that deliver a far less efficient 
return on subsidy (in terms of dollars per performance, or dollars per attendance) 
than do the MJC and SIMA. It is hard not to look at contemporary music ensembles 
like Perihelion, Elision and Synergy - who are receiving (respectively) $50,000, 
$67,000 and $70,000 in 1996 - and wonder what they are doing that is so right in 
the eyes of the Australia Council. 
 

 
 
The great philosopher Dewey Redman (third from left), pictured here with (L-R) 
Michael Brecker, Pat Metheny and Charlie Haden: the struggle continues… 
 
Or are we doing something very wrong? Maybe we would have done better to exclude 
that word ‘jazz’ from our official name back in 1982. As that great philosopher Dewey 
Redman says, ‘the struggle continues’. 


